
Cool Air Rentals has been providing consistent, reliable, and efficient solutions for the healthcare 

industry since 1995. Supported by our in-house technicians and extensive experience, our team will 

design, deliver, install, and commission our custom systems with professionalism and accuracy.

We understand the sensitive heating and cooling demands of healthcare facilities. When problems 

arise, a quick response to determine a safe, clean, and consistent solution is necessary to provide 

comfort and protect vulnerable areas. Our equipment will stabilize temperatures allowing repairs to be 

completed without disruption to occupants or operations. 

Contact us for further information, or to book a site visit with our team.

Why Cool Air 

Cooling CAse studies
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 Cooling SolUTionS: 

heAlthCAre

Kelowna 

236.788.4354

lAb Cooling

A major renovation forced the relocation of the cooling equipment 

at the main VGH lab requiring a temporary solution.  Working with 

the Head of Lab, we installed four 5-ton portable units to maximize 

cooling, and to ensure there were no tripping hazards, all hoses 

and electrical wires were suspended from the ceiling grid.

CritiCAl Cooling

Summers are getting warmer and when the heat turns up, 

dedicated equipment is stressed and fails when it is needed 

most. We have the knowledge and experience to provide the 

right solution to fit your individual requirement.

Email

info@cool-air.com

server room Cooling

Server rooms are a key component in healthcare infrastructure 

and are highly sensitive to overheating, especially when exterior 

temperatures rise. Cool Air can provide an emergency, temporary 

solution until the room is stabilized or assist during upgrades to 

the existing infrastructure. 

our Cooling equiPment 
Our cooling equipment is specifically designed to be extremely portable. Simply roll it in, plug it in, and 

turn it on. With exterior temperatures increasing during summer months; Cool Air can assist in alleviating 

dangerous interior temperatures not typically seen or managed by permanent HVAC systems. 
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Email

info@cool-air.com

our heAting equiPment 

Cool Air Rentals can provide heating to a ward, lab, or an entire facility promptly and 

effectively. Our equipment is easily transportable and will be chosen specifically based on the 

exact need. When cold temperatures start to affect your facilities operational effectiveness, its 

time to call the experts. 

lAb heAting 

Testing protocols mandate certain temperature levels 

be maintained, ensuring lab specimens and results are 

reliable and accurate. When a failure is experienced, Cool 

Air is positioned to swiftly remedy the situation.

heAting CAse studies

boiler FAilure

Our line of portable hydronic heaters can deliver potable 

or non-potable hot water to your facility. This Edmonton 

care facility required four units to keep the residents warm 

and comfortable as upgrades took place.

WArd/Common AreA heAting

We look after public spaces inside hospitals as well. While 

conditions in these areas are less critical than patient 

wards, overall hospital well-being is important. 
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heAlthCAre


